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Preface

In the summer of 2012, I did my internship at AT&T Labs Research, where I attended a talk given by Carlos Scheidegger (https://cscheid.net), and Carlos said something along the lines of “if you don’t have a website nowadays, you don’t exist.” Later I paraphrased it as:

“I web, therefore I am a spiderman.”

Carlos’s words resonated very well with me, although they were a little exaggerated. A well-designed and maintained website can be extremely helpful for other people to know you, and you do not need to wait for suitable chances at conferences or other occasions to introduce yourself in person to other people. On the other hand, a website is also highly useful for yourself to keep track of what you have done and thought. Sometimes you may go back to a certain old post of yours to relearn the tricks or methods you once mastered in the past but have forgotten.

We introduce an R package, blogdown, in this short book, to teach you how to create websites using R Markdown and Hugo. If you have experience with creating websites, you may naturally ask what the benefits of using R Markdown are, and how blogdown is different from existing popular website platforms, such as WordPress. There are two major highlights of blogdown:

1. It produces a static website, meaning the website only con-
sists of static files such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and images, etc. You can host the website on any web server (see Chapter 3 for details). The website does not require server-side scripts such as PHP or databases like WordPress does. It is just one folder of static files. We will explain more benefits of static websites in Chapter 2, when we introduce the static website generator Hugo.

2. The website is generated from R Markdown documents (R is optional, i.e., you can use plain Markdown documents without R code chunks). This brings a huge amount of benefits, especially if your website is related to data analysis or (R) programming. Being able to use Markdown implies simplicity and more importantly, portability (e.g., you are giving yourself the chance to convert your blog posts to PDF and publish to journals or even books in the future). R Markdown gives you the benefits of dynamic documents — all your results, such as tables, graphics, and inline values, can be computed and rendered dynamically from R code, hence the results you present on your website are more likely to be reproducible. An additional yet important benefit of using R Markdown is that you will be able to write technical documents easily, due to the fact that blogdown inherits the HTML output format from bookdown. For example, it is possible to write LaTeX math equations, citations, and even theorems and proofs if you want.

Please do not be misled by the word “blog” in the package name: blogdown is for general-purpose websites, and not only for blogs. For example, all authors of this book have their personal websites, where you can find information about their projects, blogs, package documentations, and so on. All their pages are built from blogdown and Hugo.

---

2Yihui’s homepage is at https://yihui.org. He writes blog posts in both Chinese (https://yihui.org/cn/) and English (https://yihui.org/en/), and documents his software packages such as knitr (https://yihui.org/knitr/) and animation (https://yihui.org/animation/). Occasionally he also writes articles like https://yihui.org/rlp/ when he finds interesting topics but does not bother with a formal journal submission. Amber’s homepage is at https://amber.rbind.io, where you can find her
If you do not prefer using Hugo, there are other options, too. Chapter 5 presents possibilities of using other site generators, such as Jekyll and rmarkdown's default site generator.

This book has been published by Chapman & Hall/CRC. The online version of this book is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.

Structure of the book

Chapter 1 aims at getting you started with a new website based on blogdown: it contains an installation guide, a quick example, an introduction to RStudio addins related to blogdown, and comparisons of different source document formats. All readers of this book should finish at least this chapter (to know how to create a website locally) and Section 3.1 (to know how to publish a website). The rest of the book is mainly for those who want to further customize their websites.

Chapter 2 briefly introduces the static website generator Hugo, on which blogdown is based. We tried to summarize the official Hugo documentation in a short chapter. You should consult the official documentation when in doubt. You may skip Section 2.5 if you do not have basic knowledge of web technologies. However, this section is critical for you to fully understand Hugo. We have spent the most time on this section in this chapter. It is very technical, but should be helpful nonetheless. Once you have learned how to create Hugo templates, you will have the full freedom to customize your website.

Chapter 3 tells you how to publish a website, so that other people can visit it through a link. Chapter 4 shows how to migrate existing websites from other platforms to Hugo and blogdown. Chapter 5 gives a few other options if you do not wish to use Hugo as your site generator.

blog and project pages. Alison’s website is at https://alison.rbind.io, which uses an academic theme at the moment.

4 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
Appendix 6 is a quick tutorial on R Markdown, the prerequisite of blogdown if you are going to write R code in your posts. Appendix 7 contains basic knowledge about websites, such as HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. If you really care about your website, you will have to learn them someday. If you want to have your own domain name, Appendix 8 provides an introduction to how it works. We have also covered some optional topics in Appendix 9 for advanced users.

Software information and conventions

The R session information when compiling this book is shown below:

```r
sessionInfo()
```

```r
## R version 4.1.0 (2021-05-18)
## Platform: x86_64-apple-darwin17.0 (64-bit)
## Running under: macOS Catalina 10.15.7
##
## Matrix products: default
##
## locale:
##
## attached base packages:
## [1] stats graphics grDevices utils datasets
## [6] methods base
##
## loaded via a namespace (and not attached):
## [1] bookdown_0.22 htmltools_0.5.1.1
## [3] rmarkdown_2.10 blogdown_1.4.2
## [5] knitr_1.33
```

We do not add prompts (\(>\) and \(+\)) to R source code in this book, and we comment out the text output with two hashes `##` by default, as you
can see from the R session information above. This is for your convenience when you want to copy and run the code (the text output will be ignored since it is commented out). Package names are in bold text (e.g., `rmarkdown`), and inline code and filenames are formatted in a typewriter font (e.g., `knitr::knit('foo.Rmd')`). Function names are followed by parentheses (e.g., `blogdown::serve_site()`). The double-colon operator `::` means accessing an object from a package.

A trailing slash often indicates a directory name, e.g., `content/` means a directory named `content` instead of a file named `content`. A leading slash in a path indicates the root directory of the website, e.g., `/static/css/style.css` means the file `static/css/style.css` under the root directory of your website project instead of your operating system. Please note that some directory names are configurable, such as `public/`, but we will use their default values throughout the book. For example, your website will be rendered to the `public/` directory by default, and when you see `public/` in this book, you should think of it as the actual publishing directory you set if you have changed the default value. Rmd stands for R Markdown in this book, and it is the filename extension of R Markdown files.

A “post” often does not literally mean a blog post, but refers to any source documents (Markdown or R Markdown) in the website project, including blog posts and normal pages. Typically blog posts are stored under the `content/post/` directory, and pages are under other directories (including the root `content/` directory and its subdirectories), but Hugo does not require this structure.

The URL `http://www.example.com` is used only for illustration purposes. We do not mean you should actually visit this website. In most cases, you should replace `www.example.com` with your actual domain name.

An asterisk `*` in a character string often means an arbitrary string. For example, `*.example.com` denotes an arbitrary subdomain of `example.com`. It could be `foo.example.com` or `123.example.com`. Actually, `foo` and `bar` also indicate arbitrary characters or objects.
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Get Started

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

1.1 Installation

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

1.1.1 Installation troubleshooting

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

1.2 A quick example

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

1.2.1 Prerequisites

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.
1.2.2 Create project

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

**FIGURE 1.1:** Create a new website project in RStudio.

**FIGURE 1.2:** Create a website project based on blogdown.

1.2.3 Serve site

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

**FIGURE 1.3:** Use the blogdown addin to serve the site.

1.2.4 Edit content

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

1.2.5 When in doubt, run `blogdown::check_site()`

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

1.2.6 Configure site

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

1.2.7 Summary

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.
1.3 RStudio IDE

**FIGURE 1.4:** Serving the site in RStudio.

**FIGURE 1.5:** The homepage of the default new site.

1.2.8 **What is next?**
This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

---

1.3 RStudio IDE

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

---

1.4 **Global options**

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

---

1.5 **R Markdown vs. Markdown**

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

**FIGURE 1.6:** Adding new R code to an .Rmd post.
FIGURE 1.7: Create a new post using the RStudio addin.

FIGURE 1.8: Update the metadata of an existing post using the RStudio addin.

1.6 Other themes
This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

1.7 A recommended workflow
This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

FIGURE 1.9: Insert an image to an existing post using the RStudio addin.
**FIGURE 1.10:** Overwrite the image you are inserting in your blog post.

**FIGURE 1.11:** RStudio project options.

**TABLE 1.1:** Global options for configured for new blogdown sites.

**TABLE 1.2:** Additional global options that affect the behavior of blogdown.

**TABLE 1.3:** Differences among the three document formats.
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**Hugo**

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

### 2.1 Static sites and Hugo

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

**FIGURE 2.1:** Possible files and folders created when you create a new site using blogdown.

### 2.2 Configuration

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

#### 2.2.1 TOML Syntax

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

#### 2.2.2 Options

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.
2.3  Content
This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

2.3.1  YAML metadata
This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

2.3.2  Body
This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

2.3.3  Shortcode
This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

**FIGURE 2.2:** A tweet by Jeff Leek.

2.4  Themes
This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

2.4.1  The default theme
This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.
2.5 Templates

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

2.5.1 A minimal example

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

2.5.2 Implementing more features

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

**FIGURE 2.3:** Edit a text file online on GitHub.

2.6 Custom layouts

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

2.7 Static files

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.
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Deployment

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

3.1 Netlify

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

FIGURE 3.1: Example settings of a website deployed on Netlify.

3.2 GitHub Pages

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

3.3 Travis + GitHub

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.
3.4 GitLab Pages

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.
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Migration

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

4.1 From Jekyll

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

4.2 From WordPress

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

4.3 From other systems

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.
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Other Generators

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

5.1 Jekyll

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

5.2 Hexo

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

5.3 Default site generator in rmarkdown

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.
5.4 pkgdown

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.
This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.
This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

**FIGURE 7.1:** Developer Tools in Google Chrome.

### 7.1 HTML
This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

### 7.2 CSS
This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

### 7.3 JavaScript
This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.
7.4 Useful resources

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

7.4.1 File optimization

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

7.4.2 Helping people find your site

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.
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Domain Name

This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

8.1 Registration
This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

8.2 Nameservers
This PDF is only a skeleton. Please either read the free online HTML version, or purchase a hard-copy of this book.

8.3 DNS records
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FIGURE 8.1: Some DNS records of the domain yihui.org on Cloudflare.
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